


 

 
Calexico and Iron & Wine first made an artistic connection with In the 
Reins, the 2005 EP that brought Sam Beam, Joey Burns and John 
Convertino together. The acclaimed collaboration introduced both 
acts to wider audiences and broadened Beam’s artistic horizons, but 
it was the shared experience of touring together in the tradition of Bob 
Dylan’s “Rolling Thunder Revue” that cemented their bond. Their 
roads diverged in the years that followed, but they kept in touch and 
cross-pollinated where they could. Although they often talked about 
rekindling their collaboration in the studio and on the stage, it wasn’t 
until last year that their schedules aligned.

Years to Burn can’t help but be different from In the Reins. Back 
then, Calexico entered the studio with a long list of previous 
collaborations (first in Giant Sand, then backing the likes of Victoria 
Williams and Richard Buckner), but wondering if Beam’s material was 
so complete and self-contained that it lacked a way in. Beam had 
been intimidated by Calexico’s virtuosic playing and their deep 
comfort in an encyclopedic array of styles. 

Those fears were dispelled quickly. Calexico was bowled over by 
Beam’s many talents: “The arranging, the writing, his sense of 
rhythm, the quality of his vocals—and then there’s the experimental 
side of Sam,” Joey says. “They were the perfect band at the perfect 
time for me,” Sam adds. “I loved all their different sounds. They’re 
musical anthropologists, not regurgitating but absorbing what they 
discover.” 

Beam, Burns and Convertino reconvened in Nashville for four days of 
recording in December 2018. Nobody was keen to retread old ground. 
The change of venue—In the Reins was tracked in Tucson—was one 
part of the effort. Together with steel guitarist Paul Niehaus, Calexico 
trumpet player Jacob Valenzuela and frequent Beam cohorts Rob 
Burger (Tin Hat Trio) on piano and Sebastian Steinberg (Soul 
Coughing, Fiona Apple) on bass, they settled in at the Sound 
Emporium, a fabled studio founded in the sixties by Cowboy Jack 
Clement. An added ingredient was Grammy-winning 
engineer/co-producer Matt Ross-Spang (Margo Price’s Midwest 
Farmer’s Daughter, Al Green, Jason Isbell’s Something More Than 
Free).

As on In the Reins, Beam took the lead on songwriting for Years to 
Burn, but Burns added one of his own in the end. They took differing 
approaches: Sam shared meticulous demos ahead of time and was 
ready with arrangement ideas and instrumental parts, while Joey 
came in with concepts and an eagerness to improvise. 

“Life is hard. Awesome. And scary as shit. But it can lift you up if you 
let it,” Sam offers. “These are the things Joey and I write about now. 
And the title can encapsulate a lot of things. ‘Years to Burn’ could 
mean you’re cocky, you’ve got it made. Or, our life is ours to burn, to 
be inspired. Or you’re burned by life, brutalized. It’s an ambiguous 
title, because life is complicated.”

CD / LP / DIGITAL     SP1300     RELEASE DATE: JUNE 14TH, 2019 

CALEXICO AND IRON & WINE YEARS TO BURN
NON-EXPORTABLE 
OUTSIDE OF THE US.

TRACKLISTING:
1. What Heaven's Left
2. Midnight Sun
3. Father Mountain
4. Outside El Paso
5. Follow the Water
6. The Bitter Suite (Pájaro / Evil

Eye / Tennessee Train)
7. Years to Burn
8. In Your Own Time

RETAIL: Posters and play copies will be available.

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 

GENRE: Alternative Rock

ONLINE:Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): 
https://www.subpop.com/artists/calexico_and_iron_and_wine
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/ironandwinetour/, https://www.instagram.com/casadecalexico/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ironandwine, https://twitter.com/casadecalexico 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ironandwine, https://www.facebook.com/calexico/ 
Website: http://ironandwine.com/, http://www.casadecalexico.com/  

Advertising will be purchased on select sites. 

RADIO: Years to Burn will be worked to commercial and non-commercial/college radio. 

TOURING: Calexico and Iron & Wine will be touring the US in 2019.

CD Packaging: Gatefold jacket 
with poster insert

LP Packaging: Single-pocket tip-on 
jacket with custom dust sleeve 
Includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE

ALSO AVAILABLE BY IRON & WINE: 
SP600 - The Creek Drank the Cradle - CD/LP/CS 
SP619 - The Sea and the Rhythm - CD/LP
SP630 - Our Endless Numbered Days - CD/LP/CS 
SP665 - Woman King - CD/LP
SP710 - The Shepherd’s Dog - CD/LP/CS 
SP808 - Around the Well - CD/LP
SP1170 - Beast Epic - CD/LP/Dlx2xLP/CS
SP1255 - Weed Garden  - CD/LP/CS
SP1288 - Our Endless Numbered Days (Deluxe) - 2xLP/CD
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LP Indie Only “Loser” edition on 
Coloured Vinyl
Includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE



BUZZCOCKS
A DIFFERENT KIND

OF TENSION
TRACKLIST

01. Paradise
02. Sitting ‘round At Home

03. You Say You Don’t Love Me
04. You Know You Can’t Help It

05. Mad, Mad Judy
06. Raison D’Etre

07. I Don’t Know What To
Do With My Life

08. Money
09. Hollow Inside

10. A Different Kind Of Tension
11. I Believe

12. Radio Nine
CATALOG NUMBER 

REWIG128

RELEASE DATE 

June 14, 2019

FILE UNDER 

Punk / Rock “B”

FORMAT: LP
LTD PRESSING YELLOW VINYL 

UPC: 887830012836 

vinyl is non-returnable

FORMAT: LP

UPC: 887830012812 

vinyl is non-returnable

FORMAT: CD

UPC: 887830012829

DOMINO RECORDING CO LTD 

in January of this year and the re-release of the band’s debut EP, 
Spiral Scratch and Time’s Up, a 1976 collection of demos, in March 

A Different Kind Of Tension, Buzzcocks’ third studio album, and 
their last to feature the line-up of Pete Shelley (vocals / guitar), Steve 
Diggle (guitar / vocals), Steve Garvey (bass) and John Maher (drums), 
was recorded at Eden Studio in West London in the summer of 1979 
with producer Martin Rushent, who had worked on their previous two 
albums. It was released in September of that same year, and featured 
a distinctive cover by Malcolm Garrett who had also provided the 
artwork for both Another Music In A Different Kitchen and Love Bites.

Singles Going Steady was initially released on September 25th, 1979 
on I.R.S. Records - a U.S. only release put together as an introduction 
to the band for the American public, side one featured their eight 
United Artists U.K. singles releases to date in chronological order, 
while side two featured the corresponding B-sides. The compilation 
perfectly captured the band’s effortless ability to write three-minute-
mini-masterpieces that would endure long after the initial spark of 
punk had faded.

Healthy import sales following its U.S. release eventually led to United 
Artists issuing the album in the U.K. in November 1981 and it has 
subsequently transcended its status as a mere compilation going on 
to become regarded as a seminal and era–defining release.

As previously, both albums have been lovingly restored and re-mastered 
from the original ¼” tapes for the first time and come packaged with 
lavish 8-page booklets containing unseen images and extensive liner 
notes by famed cultural commentators Jon Savage (A Different Kind 
Of Tension) and Clinton Heylin (Singles Going Steady).

SELLING POINTS

• LP comes packaged in original Malcolm Garrett designed sleeves
with glossy 8-page booklet containing unseen images, and
extensive liner notes courtesy of Jon Savage

• CD comes with 36-page perfect bound booklet

OVERVIEW

As part of their continuing 
reissue campaign, Domino are 
very proud to announce details 
of the release of the latest pair of 
Buzzcocks albums, A Different 
Kind Of Tension and Singles 
Going Steady.

They follow the 40th anniversary 
re-issues of Another Music In A 
Different Kitchen and Love Bites 



BUZZCOCKS
SINGLES GOING STEADY

TRACKLIST

01 Orgasm Addict
02 What Do I Get?

03 I Don’t Mind
04 Love You More

05 Ever Fallen in Love (With Someone 
You Shouldn’t’ve?)

06 Promises
07 Everybody’s Happy Nowadays

08 Harmony in My Head
09 Whatever Happened To?

10 Oh Shit!
11 Autonomy

12 Noise Annoys
13 Just Lust
14 Lipstick

15 Why Can’t I Touch It?
16 Something’s Gone Wrong Again

CATALOG NUMBER 

REWIG129

RELEASE DATE 

June 14, 2019

FILE UNDER 

Punk / Rock “B”

FORMAT: LP
LTD PRESSING TRANSLUCENT VIOLET 

VINYL
UPC: 887830012935 

vinyl is non-returnable

FORMAT: LP

 UPC: 887830012911

vinyl is non-returnable
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in January of this year and the re-release of the band’s debut EP, 
Spiral Scratch and Time’s Up, a 1976 collection of demos, in March 

A Different Kind Of Tension, Buzzcocks’ third studio album, and 
their last to feature the line-up of Pete Shelley (vocals / guitar), Steve 
Diggle (guitar / vocals), Steve Garvey (bass) and John Maher (drums), 
was recorded at Eden Studio in West London in the summer of 1979 
with producer Martin Rushent, who had worked on their previous two 
albums. It was released in September of that same year, and featured 
a distinctive cover by Malcolm Garrett who had also provided the 
artwork for both Another Music In A Different Kitchen and Love Bites.

Singles Going Steady was initially released on September 25th, 1979 
on I.R.S. Records - a U.S. only release put together as an introduction 
to the band for the American public, side one featured their eight 
United Artists U.K. singles releases to date in chronological order, 
while side two featured the corresponding B-sides. The compilation 
perfectly captured the band’s effortless ability to write three-minute-
mini-masterpieces that would endure long after the initial spark of 
punk had faded.

Healthy import sales following its U.S. release eventually led to United 
Artists issuing the album in the U.K. in November 1981 and it has 
subsequently transcended its status as a mere compilation going on 
to become regarded as a seminal and era–defining release.

As previously, both albums have been lovingly restored and re-mastered 
from the original ¼” tapes for the first time and come packaged with 
lavish 8-page booklets containing unseen images and extensive liner 
notes by famed cultural commentators Jon Savage (A Different Kind 
Of Tension) and Clinton Heylin (Singles Going Steady).

SELLING POINTS

• LP comes packaged in original Malcolm Garrett designed sleeves
with glossy 8-page booklet containing unseen images, and
extensive liner notes courtesy of Clinton Heylin

• CD comes with 36-page perfect bound booklet

OVERVIEW

As part of their continuing 
reissue campaign, Domino are 
very proud to announce details 
of the release of the latest pair of 
Buzzcocks albums, A Different 
Kind Of Tension and Singles 
Going Steady.

They follow the 40th anniversary 
re-issues of Another Music In A 
Different Kitchen and Love Bites 

DOMINO RECORDING CO LTD 
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June 14th, 2019

Perfect Version
Julia Shapiro

RIYL: Chastity Belt, Girlpool, Courtney Barnett, Jay Som
TOP MARKETS: New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco/Oakland

Julia Shapiro’s debut solo album • Julia Shapiro is the singer and principal songwriter in Chastity Belt 
• Julia Shapiro will be touring the US in 2019 • Serviced to all major press outlets + college radio •
Full album download included with LPs

01. Natural 2:49
02. Parking Lot 2:34 
03. Shape 4:06 
04. Tired 3:36 
05. Harder to Do 2:44
06. Around the Block 3:28
07. A Couple Highs 3:26
08. Perfect Version 3:22
09. I Lied 3:44
10. Empty Cup 4:24

TRACK LISTING:

ONLINE: https://www.hardlyart.com/artists/julia_shapiro

Radio:
Perfect Version will be worked to 
commercial and non-commercial/college radio.

TOURING: Julia Shapiro will be touring the US in 2019.

Retail: Posters and play copies will be available.

Publicity:. 
"Shapiro is doubling down on those 
emotional complexities, exploring sexism, romantic 
disappointment and not giving a fuck, sometimes 
within the span of a single song."
-- 

“Shapiro has always found that balance 
between rolling her eyes at the absurdity of the 
world around her while also trying to process her 
own doubts and worries.”
-- 

"(Shapiro writes) dreary yet melodic 
songs that volley between taking the piss out of 
twentysomething concerns and staring them down." 
-- 
 

When Julia Shapiro flew home from a cancelled Chastity Belt tour in April 2018, everything in her life felt 
out of control. Dealing with health issues, freshly out of a relationship, and in the middle of an existential 
crisis, she realized halfway through a tour supporting her band’s third album I Used to Spend So Much 
Time Alone that she was going through too much to continue. “I was really struggling; I was really 
depressed. I felt like I couldn’t sing or be a person,” Shapiro recalls. “At that point I couldn’t even 
imagine playing a show again, I was so over it.” 

Returning home to a newly empty Seattle one-bedroom apartment, Shapiro had wanted for a long time 
to learn how to record and mix her own music, and out of the uncertainty of the future of her music 
career and her health, she began to record the songs that would become Perfect Version, her solo 
debut for Hardly Art. What she created in the space of ten songs is an intimate and beautifully 
self-aware examination of feeling lost in the life you’ve created for yourself. It’s an album of shimmering 
guitars and layered vocals that feels vast in the emotional depth it conveys and masterful in the way 
each song is intentionally crafted and recorded. 

Over the course of a tumultuous year of trying to find stability amidst depression and surgery, Shapiro 
ultimately rediscovered the parts of music that she loved through the process. Her perfectionist qualities 
create an album that shines in tiny lyrical moments and meticulous guitar parts. “When the rest of my life 
felt out of control, I felt like this was my chance to be in control of everything,” says Shapiro. She plays 
all the instruments (save for a mouth trumpet solo by Darren Hanlon and guest violin by Annie Truscott) 
and after recording and mixing the first batch of four songs at the Vault studio with Ian LeSage decided 
to record the final six tracks alone in her apartment, adding drums in the studio later and learning to mix 
them with the help of her friend David Hrivnak. Perfect Version is a fully realized vision from a gifted 
songwriter finding a more intimate voice. “So what comes next?” she questions on the album closer 
“Empty Cup” which explores the quiet satisfaction of being alone with yourself and creating a blank 
slate. “A lasting sense of self,” she concludes. 

CD/LP/CS/DIGITAL

NON-EXPORTABLE OUTSIDE OF THE U.S.

HAR-114 ALTERNATIVE/ROCK

CD 
LP TAPE  
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TRACKLISTING

1. I Want Your Dreams
2. Once Is Enough
3. Heavenly Day
4. Love Comes On Silent Feet
5. The Power Is In You
6. Believe In Nothing
7. War Plan Red
8. 48 Crash
9. Walking In Berlin
10. Love’s Inferno
11. Master Of Destruction
12. Carousel

CATALOG NUMBER: WIG446 
RELEASE DATE: June 7th, 2019 
FILE UNDER: Alternative “P”

CD 

UPC: 887828044627

LP w/ DOWNLOAD

UPC: 887828044610

Vinyl is non-returnable

DOMINO RECORDING COMPANY 

OVERVIEW

SELLING POINTS 

Peter Perrett returns once again with Humanworld, his second album since signing to Domino.

One of the recent past’s most unexpected come-back stories, Peter Perrett – former frontman of The 
Only Ones - resurfaced in 2017 with How The West Was Won, an album that saw him chart in the UK,
star on BBC Newsnight, sell out rooms at Electric Ballroom and Islington Assembly Hall, and collect 
accolades across the board. 

In this new chapter, Peter continues to dissect romance and politics with his trademark sense of 
sardonic wit and wry humour, if not with more vigour even and a palpable sense of immediacy. Peter 
adds, “This record has got more urgency and the songs are more concise. Don’t like words such as 
progression but I hope this is texturally and sonically more interesting than How The West Was Won.”

Peter’s band includes his guitar and bass playing sons Jamie and Peter Jr, drummer Jake Woodward, 
Jenny Maxwell (Microkorg synthesiser, viola, BVs) and Lauren Moon (keys, drums, BVs) - a tight-knit 
bunch who have honed this album and the previous one with choice live performances here and in 
Europe.

Perrett is not unshackled from his past however: “I would say that power within is positive but that 
pessimism has heavy connotations. I have to look for duality in everything. No matter how bad things 
are there is always salvation in any given situation. There used to be a part of me, maybe still is, that 
doesn’t give a fuck about anything; hence my escapist nature. But having children has changed 
that. Hence the name of the album. You have to look for the good in the world. A romantic belief 
perhaps.”

“I’m fully aware there are a lot of people who never even thought I’d get to make another album, let 
alone two, in such a short time.” 

Following the years of possibly having too much fun, Peter Perrett is in the process of rebuilding 
himself, his family, and his art. Working with his sons and fronting another great band, he’s firmly 
back on track. Humanworld features a production credit for Peter’s son Jamie who also contributes a 
song to the album (‘Master of Destruction’); and the story of knitting a family back together following 
a history of chaos and addiction now takes a step closer to centre stage.

• Non-commericial and college radio campaign to impact on album release.

• The gatefold standard LP is 180 gram heavyweight vinyl and includes download card.

• Publicity campaign to be over seen by Big Hassle (Bob Mould, Craig Finn, Jack White, Patty
Griffin)

PETER PERRETT
HUMANWORLD



 

RELEASE DATE 10 MAY 2019 - CD / LP / DIGITAL 

Record Kicks presents the new album by Juno Award and Polaris Music Prize-nominated 
Canadian soul star Tanika Charles  

“Definitely one to watch!” Mojo Magazine  

“Tanika Charles modernizes Classic Soul” AfroPunk 

“Post-Drake Toronto is developing a rep as a fertile scene for Soul and R&b, and Tanika Charles could be the city next 
breakout act” Uncut Magazine 

“Impressive vocal qualities, winningly honest lyrics, and a contemporary twist on classic soul sounds all point to 
great things” Albumism 

Produced by a stable of some of Canada’s finest musical minds including DJ Kemo (The Rascalz, Kardinal Offishall), Chin 
Injeti (DJ Khalil, Eminem, Drake) and Daniel Lee (Hooded Fang, Phedre), Record Kicks proudly presents “The Gumption” the 
awaited new album by Canadian soul star Tanika Charles that will hit the streets worldwide on May 10.   
“What gave you the gumption?” Tanika Charles rhetorically asks during the introductory notes of her sophomore album 
appropriately titled The Gumption. While the apprehensive lover at the receiving end of that inquisition should feel slighted by 
the remark, it also alludes to the assuredness Tanika has gained since the release of her Juno Award and Polaris Music Prize-
nominated debut Soul Run. The Gumption picks up where Soul Run left off, continuing her tradition of marrying classic soul 
with modern production styles. Across a dozen songs spanning 38 minutes, Tanika addresses moments of 
vulnerability, vindication, uncertain love, forbidden fruit and the state of the world today. “It’s a little more mature. It’s not feeling  
guilty about being up front, not being afraid to address situations that aren’t comfortable for me. I’m comfortable in my skin now 
in a way I never was before. The overall theme is growth. I feel the music reflects that, and my words reflects that. Even the 
album cover tries to convey the feeling too. I’m not putting up with unnecessary nonsense anymore.”  

Predominately guitar-driven mid-tempo soul, with a handful of dance floor friendly tunes and some psychedelic leanings, The 
Gumption was indirectly influenced by the likes of Alabama Shakes, The Supremes, Khruangbin, D’Angelo, and Moses 
Sumney. It is sonically moody at times, but with consistent silver-lining arcs. “I’ve grown up and learned to deal with situations 
significantly better. We have a tendency to hold back our innermost feelings for fear of hurting others. Even when we’re happy 
we worry about over-sharing, as if joy is a competition you don’t want to gloat about.” 

The success of Soul Run propelled Tanika in front of new audiences far and wide, with extensive touring in North America and 
Europe. “I’ve been touring, experiencing new places and meeting new people. And in that time also worked on completing this 
album”.  While criss-crossing Canada with festival appearances on both the east and west coasts, Tanika also embarked upon 
four overseas tours for a combined 45 European shows within a one year period. This included performances at the prestigious 
Trans Musicales Festival in France, the Lärz, Germany Fusion Festival, Mostly Funk & Soul and Jazz Festival in UK, the Holy 
Groove Festival in Switzerland, and the Canarias Jazz Festival in Spain. 

Record Kicks - Corso Sempione n.38 - 20154 Milano. – www.recordkicks.com 

CAT NO  FORMAT & DP  
RKX071 CD 5050580709126 
RKX071LP  LP 5050580709140 

TANIKA CHARLES “THE GUMPTION” 
 

Track list: 

1. TELL ME SOMETHING
2. GOING HOME
3. LOVE OVERDUE
4. REMEMEBER TO REMEMBER
5. COOL SCORPIO
6. DANS LES NUAGES
7. CADILLAC MOON
8. UPSIDE DOWN
9. FIRST & LAST
10. LOOK AT US NOW
11. SINCE YOU BEEN GONE
12. ALWAYS RESTLESS

Genre: Soul  
Regional bias: Toronto. 



PO Box 3613, Vancouver, BC Canada V6B 3Y6
info@mintrecs.com • mintrecs.com

mintrecords

Dumb are good at plenty of things, but 
relaxing isn’t one of them. The Vancouver 

four-piece write feverish tunes at a frantic pace, 
delivering catchy post-punk songs in two-min-
ute blasts of wiry riffs and indignant social cri-
tiques. Less than a year since they signed to 
Mint Records for 2018’s Seeing Green, they’re 
already back with a new full-length, Club 
Nites—this time with even more neuroticism 
and indignation!

As the title indicates, Club Nites is a collec-
tion of narratives drawn from the nightlife 
ecosystem. Attempting to break from the typi-
cal romanticized version of “the club” as seen 
on TV, the album instead depicts a bleak 
social setting, where we zoom in on seeming-
ly petty details in order to reveal the cracks 
that Hollywood forgot to fill. Cynical but never 
self-serious, these songs offer gritty insights 
about being unable to meet the lofty expecta-
tions of your peers (“Beef Hits”), showing 
disregard towards your closest friends (“My 
Condolences”) and feeling overstimulated in 
a meme-fueled cultural economy (“Content 
Jungle”).

The LP has the energy of a raw nerve: the 
songs are dry and in-your-face, with crisp 
production that leaves every squeal of feed-
back and hollered refrain exposed. Dumb 
wrote and self-produced the LP in their own 
studio over the course of a few months in 
early 2019, with mastering from Mikey 
Young (Total Control). Packing 14 tracks into 
a little more than half an hour, Dumb are 

unfailingly economical, with no-

nonsense song structures that last just 
long enough to get stuck in your head.

Club Nites is a whirlwind of seemingly insol-
uble influences battling one another into 
existence. Singer-guitarist Franco Rossino’s 
vocal stylings are instantly captivating, rang-
ing from spoken-word rambling, to Fugazi-
esque chants, to what it might sound like if 
Mark E Smith had fronted The Zombies. 
Guitarist Nick Short creates intricate layers 
of guitar that range from austere rock riffs 
to timeless pop progressions, with a healthy 
dose of feedback to tie it all together. 
Bassist Shelby Vredik combines melodic 
bass lines with a powerful rhythmic preci-
sion that complements drummer Pipé 
Morelli’s meticulous, pummeling beats. 
Dumb belongs to a lineage of jagged post-
punk that runs from Minutemen to Pylon to 
Parquet Courts, yet the band remains loyal 
to their pop sensibilities.

In typically tireless fashion, the band will 
immediately hit the road upon the new 
album’s release. Clinging tightly to their DIY 
ethos, you will likely find the band engaging 
in meaningful interactions with their com-
munity and beyond, as they are doing their 
best to negate the spectacle by being 
approachable. If you’ve ever felt alienated by 
club nights, Club Nites is the antidote.

TRACK LISTING:
A1. Club Nites
A2. Submission
A3. Don’t Sleep
A4. Beef Hits
A5. Cursed
A6. My Condolences
A7. Content Jungle
B8. Some Big Motor Dream
B9. Fugue
B10. De Más
B11. Columbo
B12. Slacker Needs Serious Work
B13. Knot In My Gut
B14. CBC Radio 3

LP MRL185 / CD/Digital MRD185 / Cassette MRC185
Release Date: June 7, 2019

DUMB CLUB NITES

RIYL: 
Uranium Club, Pardoner, The Coneheads, 
Idles, Devo, Minutemen, Lithics

“Vancouver’s Dumb make loud, snotty, 
smartass indie rock with wirey guitars and 
buckets of attitude. It’s like a whole band 
made of Jimbos from The Simpsons and 
Eddie Haskells from Leave it to Beaver 
by way of Los Angeles 1980 new wave 
punk. (Except Canadian.) Their shouty, 
catchy songs rarely go past two minutes, 
but pack in maximum hooks and choruses.”  

- Brooklyn Vegan

UPC CD: 773871018527
UPC LP: 773871018510



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Soul Jazz Records Presents 

BRAZIL USA 70 
Brazilian Music in the USA in the 1970s 
 
Featuring Airto Moreira, Flora Purim, Sérgio Mendes, Luiz Bonfá, 
Eumir Deodato, Sivuca, João Donato and more 
 
 
 
 

31st May 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

All of the music featured here on this new Soul Jazz Records collection was created by Brazilian 
artists in the USA in the 1970s. 

In the early 1970s North American jazz musicians were eager to work with upcoming Brazilian 
musicians. Miles Davis invited Airto Moreira to join his new ‘electric’ band, Dom Um Romao (part of 
Sérgio Mendes’ legendary Brazil ‘66 in the 1960s) joined the fusion group Weather Report, Flora 
Purim and Airto both became a part of Chick Corea’s new project Light As A Feather, Wayne Shorter 
collaborated with Milton Nascimento, George Duke recorded Brazilian Love Affair, and so on. 

With all the attention placed on them from these important jazz artists, North America became the 
new musical playground for a large number of these Brazilian artists – Airto Moreira, Flora Purim, 
Sérgio Mendes, Luiz Bonfá, Eumir Deodato, João Donato and many others.  

Most of these musicians had already experienced success through the earlier popularity of bossa 
nova in the 1960s, either at home in Brazil or in the USA. But by the end of the 1960s many 
Brazilian artists had left their own country, as the military dictatorship became progressively more 
authoritarian and repressive. In the USA, through their critically acclaimed work for Miles Davis, 
Weather Report, Light As A Feather etc., all of these artists were now given reign to explore new 
musical terrains away from the restrictions of both a musical genre and a state censor back in Brazil. 

This collection brings together some of these finest works and comes complete with extensive notes 
that explains the path these musicians took from Brazil to the USA and shows the political and 
musical links between Brazil and the USA that created the conditions for this unique fusion of these 
two distinct cultures, North American Jazz and Brazilian music, that occurred in the 1970s. 

The album comes as a deluxe gatefold double vinyl LP, complete with download code, full sleeve 
notes, exclusive photography, double inner sleeves. The CD contains CD plus a large 40-page 
outsize booklet all housed in Soul Jazz slipcase. 

Release Date: 31st May 2019 

 

Artist: Featuring Airto Moreira, Flora Purim, Sérgio Mendes, 
Luiz Bonfá, Eumir Deodato, Sivuca, João Donato & more 

Title: Soul Jazz Records presents Brazil USA 70 – Brazilian 
Music in the USA in the 1970s 

Label:  Soul Jazz Records 
Format 1: Cat. No: SJRCD428, CD UPC: 5026328104287 
Format 2: Cat. No: SJRLP428, Double LP UPC: 5026328004280 

 

Tracklisting 
1. Airto – Samba De Flora 
2. Duke Pearson and Flora Purim – 

Sandalia Dela 
3. Sérgio Mendes & Brasil '66 – 

Batucada (The Beat) 
4. Deodato – Skyscrapers 
5. Milton Nascimento – Catavento  
6. Airto – Tombo in 7/4 
7. Luiz Bonfá – Bahia Soul 
8. Dom Um Romao – Braun-Blek-

Blu  
9. Moacir Santos – Kathy 
10. João Donato – Almas Irmãs 
11. Sivuca – Ain't No Sunshine 
12. Milton Nascimento – Rio 

Vermelho 
13. Tamba 4 – Consolation 

(Consolação)  
14. Flora Purim – Moon Dreams 
15. Dom Um Romao – Escravos de Jo 
16. Airto – Andei (I Walked) 
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HUIS 
Title: 
Titre: Abandoned 

Release date: 
Date de Sortie: May 31st 2019 

Label: 
Etiquette: UNICORN DIGITAL 

Cat No: 
Numéro: UNCR-5096 
Formats: 
Formats: 1 audio CD - DIGIPAK 
Dlr Price: 

Prix: 
File Under: 

Classification: Progressive Rock 
Barcode: 

Code à Barre: 777078606952 

OVERVIEW  
Canadian Progressive Rock band HUIS will release its third studio album, Abandoned, on May 31st, 2019. Abandoned is a concept album talking of loss, 
abandonment and alienation. Those songs are about mourning, separation, but also about rebirth, resilience and hope. Abandoned is the logical continuation of the 
band’s first two albums, Despite Guardian Angels (2014) and Neither in Heaven (2016). While retaining the Huis’ sound, this third album explores new musical 
approaches. 

Abandoned is produced by Huis bassist and songwriter Michel Joncas, with mixing duties provided by guitarist and songwriter Michel St-Pere (also from the band 
MYSTERY) at Studio Illusion 4, and mastering handled by Richard Addison at Trillium Sound in St-Hippolyte, Quebec. 

Abandoned features singer-songwriter Sylvain Descoteaux, drummer-songwriter William-Régnier, guitarist-songwriter Michel St-Père, keyboardist-songwriter 
Johnny Maz and bassist-songwriter and band founder Michel Joncas. 
All five HUIS members also provided keyboard tracks for this second release. 

HUIS is also joined on Abandoned by guest musicians/singers: Jean Pageau (MYSTERY) on flute, Gabby Vessoni (FLEESH) on vocals, Serge Locat (ex-
Harmonium) on piano and Éloïse Joncas on vocals. 

MARKETING AND PROMOTION 
• Promo copies sent to various Progressive Rock and Related Media
• Advertising in Progressive rock and Rock magazines and Website

SELLING POINTS 
• DIGIPAK edition with 12 page color booklet
• Third album from HUIS, all on the Unicorn Digital Label
• HUIS follows the steps set by MYSTERY with a growing fan base around the world

TRACK LISTING 

1. Abandoned
2. The	Giant	Awakens
3. Caducée
4. Stolen
5. Solilude
6. Chasing	Morning	Glory
7. Haunting	Days
8. We	Are	Not	Alone
9. Oude	Kerk	III

Produced by Michel Joncas 
©2019 UNICORN DIGITAL Inc. 

UNICORN DIGITAL Inc.  
C.P. 521 BP Rive-Nord 
Boisbriand, Québec 
CANADA J7E 4J8 
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LP 
Vinyl is non-returnable

Limited Primrose LP 
Vinyl is non-returnable

FILE UNDER : “H” House and Land

“L” Louise, Sarah
“B” Black Twig Pickers

RELEASE DATE :  June 14, 2019
NO EXPORT (S. AMERICA EXPORT OK)

House and Land
Across The Field

Thrill - 486

790377486117

790377048629

SALES POINTS

“House and Land don’t just make these songs their own:
they effectively reclaim them, illustrating that they’ve always 
been theirs.” - Pitchfork

Sally Anne Morgan plays fiddle in The Black Twig Pickers.
She is also known for her design and print work of her
company Ratbee Press.

Sarah Louise recently released her sophmore Thrill Jockey
album Nighttime Birds and Morning Stars earlier this year to
critical acclaim.

Sarah & Sally have played festivals such as 1,000 Incarnations
of the Rose, Pickathon, Hopscotch, Fano, Mission Creak, Big
Ears, Wheatland, Minnesota Bluegrass and Oldtime Festival,
and Lattitudes either together or as solo artists.

Limited amount pressed on “Primrose” color vinyl.

“[Sarah Louise’s] voice is a sweet and tender contrast to
Morgan’s droning fiddle and her own rapturous 12-string
leaps like a flame in a storm.” - NPR Music

“[House and Land’s] settings are steeped in both a respect
for the material’s traditional nature as well as a desire to
bring out the songs’ latent potential for experimentation.” -
Bandcamp

LP pressed on virgin vinyl with artworked innner sleeve and
free download card.

House and Land (Guitarist/multi-instrumentalist Sarah Louise and 
fiddler/banjoist Sally Anne Morgan) is a North Carolina based duo whose 
guitar, fiddle and banjo abilities transform traditional folk forms from the 
familiar to the strikingly fresh. Their gorgeous sophomore album Across 
The Field  is  a work of bold artistry, drawing connections between  the 
traditional  and  psychedelic  through  dexterous  improvisation  and 
deep  appreciation  of  the  living  culture  of  their  songs.  Their  feminist 
interpretations  of  lyrics  reflective  of  another  time  and  attitude  is  both 
empowering  and  illustrative.  Identifying with many  songs’ message of 
close relationship with the land and principles of stewardship, the duo’s 
emotional  connection  is  palpable  in  their  hauntingly  beautiful  vocal 
harmonies. 

A  keen  understanding  of  the  traditional  source  material  House  and 
Land pulls  from allows  the duo  the  freedom to experiment.  Instead of 
seeing old, even ancient material as limiting, they use the living songs 
as compositional canvases to paint rich new tapestries and tell modern 
versions of timeless stories. 

The history of each song on Across The Field  spans  far beyond Louise 
and Morgan’s own lifetimes, yet they still strike to the quick of what it 
means  to be a human  in  the world. During  the duo’s  travels since  the 
release  of  debut House  and  Land  in  2016  they  have met  and  played 
with  the  likes  of  British  folk  heroes Shirley Collins, Carole Pegg, and 
French hurdy gurdy master Emmanuelle Parrenin. These brief encounters 
served  to  reinvigorate  the duo and  reinforced  the  importance of using 
songs  to  connect  people  to  the  land  and  to  the  continuity  of  human 
culture. On Across The Field, House and Land have taken up the mantel 
of  their  elders  with  reverence  and  care,  weaving  fresh,  resplendent, 
contemporary tales from disparate threads of the past.

LISTEN  HERE

Follow House and Land

@thrilljockey

TRACK LISTING: 
1. Two Sisters
2. Rainbow ‘Mid Life’s
Willows

3. Cursed Soldier

4. Blacksmith
5. Carolina Lady
6. Precious Jewels
7. Ca The Yowes

790377048612

ALSO AVAILABLE : 
House and Land - House and Land (Thrill-444) CD/LP

Sarah Louise - Nighttime Birds and Morning Stars (Thrill-483) CD/LP
Sarah Louise - Deeper Woods (Thrill-427) CD/LP

Steve Gunn & The Black Twig Pickers - Seasonal Hire (Thril-386) CD/LP
The Black Twig Pickers - Rough Carpenters (Thrill-309) CD
The Black Twig Pickers - Ironto Special (Thrill-249) CD/LP



CD  

FILE UNDER: “B” Brandlmayr, Martin
“R” Radian

RELEASE DATE :  June 14, 2019
NO EXPORT (S. AMERICA EXPORT OK)

Martin Brandlmayr
Vive Les Fantômes

Thrill - 489

790377048926

SALES POINTS

Originaly aired as a radioplay for SWR (Südwestrund-
funk.) The equivelent to NPR in the US.

Awarded with the Karl Sczuka Prize for Works of Radio 
Art in 2018, the most important award for advanced 
works of radio art. Past winners include John Cage, 
Luc Ferriari, Hanna Hartman, Pierre Henry.

Martin Brandlmayr is an active member of groups 
Radian, Trapist, Polwechsel, and Kapital Band 1.

Has collaborated with Christian Fennesz, Mats 
Gustafsson, The Necks, David Sylvian, John Tilbury, 
Ken Vandermark, Otomo Yoshihide, and many more.

Vive Les Fantômes is released on CD only, allowing 
it to be one continous transportive piece, instead of 
broken into parts for vinyl. Packaging features sticker 
detailing award information.

“Since the band’s beginnings, the timbre, shape and 
resonance of Martin Brandlmayr’s drums have been its 
trademark. (He’s a wonder: a drummer with a beauti-
ful sound and feel who pushes back against his own 
virtuosity.) Those human touches, his perfectly timed, 
rhythm-conscious strokes and rustles, are surrounded 
by all kinds of other incidental noises, both handmade 
and digital.” - The New York Times (Praise for Radian)

Martin Brandlmayr is an Austrian percussionist, composer 
and electronic artist, known as a solo artist, and for his work 
in groups such as Radian and Trapist. Vive Les Fantômes, 
his first step into radio art, originaly aired on SWR (German 
National Radio) and eared him the Karl Sczuka Prize for 
Works of Radio Art 2018, the highest achivement for works 
of radio art in Germany.

Martin Brandlmayr on Vive Les Fantômes: 

The work is based on snippets of interviews, rehearsals 
and performances by people whose work had an influence 
on my artistic path: Miles Davis, Thelonious Monk, Billie 
Holiday, Jacques Derrida, Chris Marker and many more. 
The process involved searching, discovering and creating 
connections among the material and resulted in a network 
of sound-objects that appear repeatedly changing their shape 
throughout the piece. Communication is constructed across 
different rooms and times, beyond the borders of language 
and music. Vive Les Fantômes is not only a piece of music, 
it’s rather acoustic cinema with a non-linear narrative layer 
organized by scenes.

LISTEN  HERE

@thrilljockey

TRACK LISTING: 

1. Vive Les Fantômes

ALSO AVAILABLE : 
Radian - On Dark Silent Off (Thrill-424) CD/LP

Radian - Chimetric (Thrill-244) - CD/LP 
Radian - Juxtaposition (Thrill-147) - CD
Radian - Rec.Extern (Thrill-113) - CD



Catalog#: MEt 1151

artist: statiQBlooM

titlE: asphyxia

rElEasE DatE: JunE 7th 

tErritory: WorlD

 gEnrE: EBM / post inDustrial
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CD

Dr aW i n g F r o M t h E g r i t t i n E s s o F  E a r ly i n D u s t r i a l  & EBM, stat i Q B l o o M (Fa D E ka i n E r/  DE n M a n C.  an D E r s o n) 
C o M B i n E  h a r D B E at s & h a u n t i n g E l E C t r o n i C s  W i t h  D i s o r i E n t i n g v o C a l s to C r E at E p u l s i n g r aW po s t- in D u s t r i a l . 
th E n E W a l B u M,  as p h y x i a ,  i n t r i C at E ly  W E av E s a  D a r k,  h a l l u C i n o g E n i C  pat h o F  i n t r i C at E a n D g r i M E l E C t r o n i C s . 

un C o M p r o M i s i n g,  l ay E r E D,  a n D B r i l l i a n t ,  a  B E n C h M a r k F o r t h E F u t u r E o F  D a r k E l E C t r o n i C s .

JUNE RELEASES

vinyl

A1

A2

A3

A4

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

Catalog#: MEt 1175

artist: psyClon ninE

titlE: vErsions: iCon oF thE aDvErsary rEMixED

rElEasE DatE: JunE 21st 

tErritory: WorlD

gEnrE: inDustrial MEtal
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BEWarE thE WolvEs (vErsion) 

CroWn oF thE WorM (vErsion) 

WhEn thE last stars DiE (vErsion)

anD With FirE (vErsion)

thE last (vErsion)

CroWn oF thE WorM (vErsion) skolD Mix

thE last (vErsion) skolD Mix

WarM What’s holloW (vErsion) pitCh BlaCk Mix
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ps y C l o n ni n E  F o l l o W s u p t h E C o n C u s s i v E  “ iC o n o F  t h E aD v E r s a ry”  W i t h  t h i s  C o M pa n i o n a l B u M o F  r E M i x E s  a n D r E-
v i s i o n s.  “vE r s i o n s:  iC o n oF th E aD v E r s a ry rE M i x E D”  F E at u r E s a  n E W s o n g a s W E l l  a s  i M p r E s s i v E  n E W ta k E s o n 
s o n g s F r o M t h E M o s t r E C E n t a l B u M.  rE- i M a g i n E D a n D r E- i n v E n t E D B y  t h E B a n D’s  C r E at i v E  F o r C E nE r o BE l l u M,  p i t C h 

Bl a C k,  a n D l E g E n D a ry a r t i s t  a n D r E C E n t ps y C l o n ni n E  l i v E  g u i ta r i s t  sk o l D!

JUNE RELEASES



Catalog#: MEt 1183

artist: agEnt siDE grinDEr

titlE: a/x

rElEasE DatE: JunE 7th 

tErritory: north aMEriCa  

gEnrE: EBM / post punk
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sW E D E n’s  aWa r D-W i n n i n g E l E C t r o/n E W Wav E/p o s t p u n k a C t  ag E n t s i D E  gr i n D E r i s  k n o W n F o r i t s  s i g n at u r E M a-
J E s t i C  M E l o D i E s ,  i n D u s t r i a l  B E at s & B r o o D i n g E l E C t r o n i C s .  a/x s tay s t r u E to t h i s ,  W h i l E  o F F E r i n g a  r E i n v i g o-
r at E D ta k E o n ag E n t s i D E  gr i n D E r’s  t E x t u r E D s y n t h Wav E.  a/x i n t r o D u C E s a  n E W v o C a l i s t  & a  M o r E E l E C t r o n i C , 

D a n C E a B l E s o u n D,  E v i D E n C E D B y  i n t E r n at i o n a l h i t  s i n g l E s “Do p p E l g ä n g E r” & “st r i p D o W n”.

JUNE RELEASES

vinyl

A1

A2

A3

A4

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

Catalog#: MEt 1184

artist: Cryo

titlE: thE Fall oF Man

rElEasE DatE: JunE 7th 

tErritory: north aMEriCa  

gEnrE: EBM
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on E o F  sW E D E n s B i g g E s t  E x p o r t s i n  t h E  E l E C t r o n i C  M u s i C  s C E n E,   Cry o’s  a l B u M “th E Fa l l  o F  Ma n” i s  M o D E r n, 
p r o g r E s s i v E  E l E C t r o B l E n D i n g s E a M l E s s ly  W i t h  C l a s s i C  C o l D,  M E l o D i C  EBM. Wi t h a  n o D  to t h E C l a s s i C  g i a n t s 
s u C h a s  Fr o n t 242´s  “gE o g r a p h y” & a v i E W  o F  t h E F u t u r E o F  E l E C t r o-EBM, Cry o i s  i n  t h E  l E a D i n g E D g E o F 

E l E C t r o n i C  M u s i C ,  C o n s ta n t ly  s E E k i n g n E W pat h s,  E x p l o r i n g n E W av E n u E s o F  i n D u s t r i a l  D a n C E.

JUNE RELEASES



SALES	BULLETS:	
• Canadian	legends	SNFU	unleash	a	live	album	recorded	during	the	band's	ascendancy	in	the

early	90s!
• First	authorized	live	album	from	the	hardcore	punk	legends	SNFU!
• One	of	the	most	influential	punk	bands	from	Canada.
• Recorded	during	the	band’s	ascendancy	in	the	early	90s.
• Vinyl	edition	comes	on	limited	splatter.

Artist:	SNFU	
Title:	…And	Yet,	Another	Pair	Of	Lost	Suspenders	
Format:	CD	/	LP		
SKU:	AOF347CD	/	AOF347	 	
UPC	CD:	628070634729		

Label:	Artoffact	Records	
CD	Street	Date:	06/07/2019	

TRACK	LISTING:	
1	Introduction	 2	Misfortune	
3	The	Devil's	Voice	
4	Seein'	Life	Through	The	Bottom	Of	A	Bottle	
5	In	The	First	Place	 6	I	Know	More	Than	You	
7	The	Ceiling	 	 8	Time	To	Buy	A	Futon	
9	The	Gravedigger	 10	Tears	
11	Welcome	To	My	Humble	Life	Of	Disarray	
12	The	Happy	Switch		
13	She's	Not	On	The	Menu	
14	Where's	My	Legs	 15	Black	Cloud	
16	I	Forget	 	 17	Electric	Chair	
18	Cannibal	Café	 19	Broken	Toy	
20	Wild	World	 21	Victims	Of	The	Womanizer	

INFORMATION:	
Canadian	hardcore	punk	 legends	SNFU	 recorded	 this	unparalleled	concert	 shortly	after	 their	
reformation	and	during	their	ascendancy	to	prominence	in	the	early	90s,	which	culminated	in	
their	signing	to	Epitaph.	Uncounted	world	tours,	including	support	slots	for	Green	Day,	Bad	
Religion,	Korn,	and	Tool	 followed,	but	arguably	nothing	beats	the	raw	energy	of	the	band	in	
the	early	days.	

The	album	was	recorded	at	the	infamous	Foufounes	Electriques	club	in	1992,	straight	off	the	
board,	 and	 recently	discovered	 in	producer	Kevin	 Komoda’s	 archive.	The	 team	at	Artoffact	
Records,	 who	 have	 recently	 brought	 out	 the	Brave	 New	Waves	 sessions	 series,	 as	 well	 as	
killer	 quality	 reissues	 from	 the	 likes	 of	Slow,	 Front	 Line	 Assembly,	 and	 Images	 in	 Vogue,	
lovingly	restored	and	mastered	the	audio.	



June 7th, 2019

TRACK LISTING
01. All I Do is Lie 5:41
02. Scream 2:22
03. Degrees 5:22
04. Method Man 3:08
05. Trumbull 1:17
06. Jumpin' Jack 2:33
07.Sincerely Yours 4:19
08. 3D Girl 3:51
09. Sweet Sweet Midnight 5:30
10. Love Song 1:12
11. They'll Never 3:39
12. Eyes Without a Face 3:52

Artist: Stef Chura
Title: Midnight
Catalog #: LBJ-271
Formats: CD / LP*
Street Date: June 7, 2019 

Genre: Alternative
CD UPC: 648401027129
LP UPC: 648401027112

PRESS PROMOTION
Jacob Daneman - Pitch Perfect 
jacob@pitchperfectpr.com

RADIO PROMOTION
College, Commercial & Specialty Radio 
radio@saddle-creek.com
(402) 558-8208

*LP INCLUDES DIGITAL DOWNLOAD

NOT EXPORTABLE OUTSIDE THE US

LP NOT RETURNABLE

LP

“For most people who create art I would assume there is some kind of deep unanswerable hole in 

your soul as to why you're making it…” So says Stef Chura ahead of the release of Midnight, her 

gritty, vehement new album - recorded and produced by Will Toledo of Car Seat Headrest - and 

her �rst new collection of songs for the Saddle Creek label. Illuminating that search for answers 

with a fevered sense of exploration, Midnight is a bold leap forward from Messes, Stef ’s contagious 

debut album, with every aspect of her new work �nding bold ways to express itself as it rips 

through twelve restless and relentless new tracks.

A couple of years on from the release of Messes, Stef is still based in Detroit, that most singular 

city which has seen it all, from the no-mans-land of its initial collapse through to the resurgent 

place it is now. Stef found inspiration from the people she surrounded with herself with, more so 

than the place itself. It’s no surprise that Midnight is testament to those kind of characteristics; a 

rugged and robust burst of de�ance.

Equal parts thrilling and angsty, Midnight is a testament to the collaborative process, a record that 

makes the very most of those who came together to make it, but more than that, it’s a �rm 

statement of tenacity and perseverance, of not resting on your laurels but leaping forwards no 

matter the situation you �nd yourself in. From out of one day and into the next.

• Featuring the singles “Method Man,” “They’ll Never,” 
and “Sweet Sweet Midnight”

• Produced by Will Toledo of Car Seat Headrest

STEF CHURA
Midnight

CD

P.O. BOX 8554 • OMAHA, NE 68108-0554 / 4538 EAGLE ROCK BLVD • LOS ANGELES, CA 90041
P: (402) 558-8208 • INFO@SADDLE-CREEK.COM • SADDLE-CREEK.COM



DARK BEINGS, the 6th album from the electronic duo LAL, Toronto’s mix of 
immigrant Barbadian, West-Indian, Straight cis Blackman nerd meets Brampton/
Bangladeshi Queer weirdo, aka Nic and Rose. This album is continuation of their  
2016 album FIND SAFETY. 

The concept for this album was initially rooted in notions borrowed from new 
thinking in diasporic futurities, anticipating a new horizon for LAL’s community of 
racialized, Queer, Trans, mad, crip and marginalized peoples in a planet beyond ours. 
Time is cyclical in the world of the album, and multiple generations exist in parallel 
timelines, which converge at the moment of the album’s creation. But then they 
realized that through their DO IT TOGETHER home and space, UNIT 2, that they were 
already creating that world with amazing musicians, dancers, visual artists, actors, 
playwrights, poets, community organizers and audiences who became friends.

‘In our madness, our sorrow, our joy, our resilience, we escape into timeliness 
and multiple dimensions that allow us to transcend, beyond our words, our 
thoughts, our bodies. Transcending, that’s what we’ve been doing’ Dark Beings,  
is about this experience. 

Dark Beings 01

Stay Right 02

Wildflowers 03

It Was To Be You 04

Losing Myself 05

I Am Not Your Victim 06

I Am Goddess 07

Momentary Feelings 08

RELEASE DATE

May 17th, 2019

VINYL OAX040 - UPC:844667043495

CD OAX040 - UPC:844667043488

PR
Susan O’Grady
susan@takeaimmedia.com

Coax Records
coaxrecords.com

Contact / 
Bookings: 
info@lalforest.com 

LAL
lalforest.com
lalforest.bandcamp.com
instagram.com/lalforest
twitter.com/lalforest
youtube.com/channel/
UClGlFQTmwfq9TdjVruJtmfg
vimeo.com/user44471027
soundcloud.com/lalforest

Distribution in 
Canada: 
Outside Music 
outside-music.com 
7 Labatt Avenue, Suite 210
Toronto, ON  M5A 1Z1 
Phone: 416.461.0655

This album was heavily influenced by electronic music (hiphop, house and 
techno) and LAL’s history which is about inclusitivioty and freedom. LAL 
continues to create electronic music’s initial vision of creating spaces where 
people come together to feel safer, dance, explore sexuality, take care 
of each other, and collectively heal. ‘Dark Beings’ reflects the continued 
resilience of our communities. LAL is also drawing from more experimental 
sonic influences from a broad range of sources- such as ambient space noise 
recorded by satellites. In bringing all these influences together, LAL wants to 
create an ethereal soundscape reverberating with cosmic harmonies. 

The cover work was created by friends and artists Syrus Marcus Ware, inspired 
by the photo taken by Calvin Hudson Hwang, and designed by typotherapy. Dark 
Beings was mixed by Jim Anderson (Cold Specks), and mastered by Jedi Mastering. 
Nic’s brother, Phen Ray, produced the songs Momentary Feelings and Stay Right, 
featuring “Ajah UK’s Yorkshire born Muslim Lesbian” Jaheda Choudhury-Potter. 

These 8 songs are magic in the number, magic in the people who dreamt it,  
magic in the community who show up, magic in the way we try. We are Magic. 



LP FORMAT: 
LP CAT. NO:  

 LP Gatefold 
 KALITALP004  

LP BARCODE:  4012957510910

CD FORMAT:  Digipack + Booklet 
CD CAT. NO:  KALITACD004    

CD BARCODE: 4012957510927

Key Points:
- The first ever release celebrating the musical career of Julie Coker, the queen of Nigerian television
- Accompanied by extensive interview-based liner notes and never-before-seen photos
- Includes the highly sought-after ‘Gossiper Scandal Monger’ and ‘Ere Yon’ as recently sampled by Anderson Paak

Tracklist
A1 .  Ere Yon
A2. Re Hese
A3. It’s All For You
A4. Sogio

B1. Gossiper Scandal Monger
B2. Iyo-Re
B3. Elelemi

- CD Tracklist in the same order -

Stream: https://bit.ly/2UKrXRT

Snippets: https://bit.ly/2IpOpsA

Kalita are honoured to release the first ever 
compilation focusing on the musical career of 
Julie Coker, the queen of Nigerian television. 
Here we collate seven of Julie’s most sought-after 
Afro disco and hauntingly-beautiful Itsekiri 
highlife recordings, accompanied by extensive 
interview-based liner notes and never-before- 
seen photos. 

After gaining fame as Miss Western Nigeria 1957, 
Julie began her career in the Nigerian entertainment 
industry as the country’s first ever (and Africa’s 
second) female television presenter, as well as a 
popular national radio host. 

In 1976, having been surrounded by close musical 
friends including Fela Kuti and Kris Okotie, Julie 
entered the Nigerian music scene with the 
now-invisible psychedelic highlife album ‘Ere Yon 
(Sweet Songs)’, followed in 1981 by the highly 
sought-after disco-centric ‘Tomorrow’ to great 
acclaim. Both now fetch eye-watering prices on the 
rare occasion that they become available for sale. 

Here we select four recordings from ‘Ere Yon (Sweet 
Songs)’ and three from ‘Tomorrow’, all as 
contemporary-sounding today as they were when 
first released forty years ago. These include Julie’s 
‘Ere Yon’, which was recently re-interpreted by 
Anderson Paak on his latest album ‘Oxnard’ 
released on Dr. Dre’s Aftermath imprint, and the lost 
Afro disco classic ‘Gossiper Scandal Monger’.

In partnership with Julie, we now believe the time is 
right to share Julie’s phenomenal story and music 
with the world once more.

  RELEASE: 31st May 2019 ● GENRE: Disco/International ● FORMAT: Gatefold LP & CD digipack

      JULIE COKER - A LIFE IN THE LIMELIGHT
 LAGOS DISCO & ITSEKIRI HIGHLIFE, 1976 - 1981



ARTIST Renegades of Jazz  
TITLE Nevertheless  

FORMAT CD / 2LP  
PACKAGING Digipac / Gatefold  

LABEL Agogo Records  
CAT. NO. AR121CD / AR121VL 

BARCODE 4260547941211 / 4260130541217  

GENRE Soul / Groove / Broken Beat 

REL. DATE June 7th  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Tracklisting 

CD 
01. Lemon Squeezers
02. Big Fish
03. Another Day (Going in Too Deep)
04. Nevertheless
05. Hot Wired feat. Donnie Numeric
06. Light Me Up feat. Clair Fallows
07. En Route feat. Urda
08. Then And Now
09. Don’t Break My Heart feat. Afrika Fuentes
10. Hands And Hands
11. Set Me Free feat. Jon Kenzie
12. This Journey feat. Kemi Ade

2LP 
A1. Lemon Squeezers 
A2. Big Fish 
A3. Another Day (Going in Too Deep) 
B1. Nevertheless 
B2. Hot Wired feat. Donnie Numeric 
B3. Light Me Up feat. Clair Fallows 
C1. En Route feat. Urda 
C2. Then And Now 
C3. Don’t Break My Heart feat. Afrika Fuentes 
D1. Hands And Hands 
D2. Set Me Free feat. Jon Kenzie 
D3. This Journey feat. Kemi Ade 

Streaming Link 
On request 

"One of the finest albums I've heard in a while. Tight, Fela-esque 
horns, big clubby drums with chunky guitars holding it all together, 
this record is constantly engaging and is at times reminiscent of 
Quantic at his best. Can't say fairer than that!"  
Adam Gibbons/Lack Of Afro  

Were David Hanke to pass on from this mortal coil tomorrow, 
Nevertheless might prove his perfect epitaph. It’s a refreshingly 
honest and somewhat autobiographical long-player that harks 
back to his early twenty first century musical influences but 
actually has its route much earlier in this self-styled Renegade 
Of Jazz’s life. The album’s appellation refers back to Hanke’s 
first live concert experience when in 1984, at the age of six, he 
went to see a Blues-rock band called Nevertheless whose 
guitarist was none other than his own father. With music clearly 
already running through Hanke’s D.N.A. this was the moment 
that, perhaps subconsciously, triggered his life long love affair 
with soulful sonic creativity. Nevertheless sparks into action with 
the irresistibly uplifting Lemon Squeezers, a suitably life affirming 
opener complete with exhilarating guitars and as the man tells 
us, “(the) basic characteristic, the beat!” and it’s a rock solid beat 
at that. With some Renegades Of Jazz trademark horns added 
for extra spice, and of course everything programmed by Mr 
Hanke himself, this is the perfect introduction to this man’s 
scintillating style. Nautical nugget, Big Fish, continues the brass 
obsession. It has a more sonorous, almost big band feel, even 
though we all know this is being delivered solely by one pair of 
hands and that singular, special musical brain. Hanke adds 
some nifty piano work for extra cheekiness, which is a theme 
that’s continued on Another Day (Going In Too Deep) where 
Hammond style keys and perfectly chosen vocal samples do 
battle with more foot friendly beats, before we go in deep with 
Afro flavoured licks and horn riffs. The title track starts life as 
something of a moment of calm with a more introspective feel, 
but not for long as we make way for more trademark beats and 
vocal loops, and more of those irresistible horns! It’s the prelude 
for a watershed moment on the album as Hanke then introduces 
his first guest in the shape of Bristolian rapper Donnie Numeric 
(one half of Delegates of Rhyme) on the scorching Hot Wired. 
It’s the perfect illustration of our producer’s love for the Hip-Hop 
art form, and Donnie’s smooth lyrical flow combines with those 
Renegades Of Jazz brass and guitar riffs to make more 
demands on you to move your feet.  

Renegades of Jazz - Nevertheless  



XOA, led by London based producer and musician Nick Tyson, is set to release debut album ‘Way West’ on 14thJune 
via Five Easy Pieces. 

XOA means to look outwards; to draw inspiration from many sources. ‘Way West’ is alive withthis: steeped in the rich 
analogue sonics of the past, the warmth of machines and influence fromthe sounds of London’s fervent music scene. 
Featuring a blend of contemporary electronicproduction and live instrumentation, 70s Afrobeat inspired drums and 
cosmic melodies are thrustinto the present day with strong cues from house and techno. 

Three vocalists contribute across the album, with Tyson choosing to work with singers he has apersonal admiration 
and friendship with. Hollie Cook, known to many for her ethereal pop tingedreggae, delivers a sumptuous contribution 
on ‘Heartland’, adding a beautiful emotional dimensionto the horn led track. Lulu Jones’ vocals are treated more as a 
sample for the garage tinged ‘CallOn Me’ and Ruby Wood, of Submotion Orchestra, has worked with Tyson over a 
number ofprojects and their shared love of 90s soul comes to the fore on the laid back grooves and sunkissed ‘Only 
One Thing’. 

“When collaborating, especially with vocalists on melodic and lyrical ideas, it’s important to havethat personal 
connection and respect for each other’s craft. That’s why I never ask vocalists toprepare anything in advance for the 
tracks, I like to get in the room and just see what happens inthe moment, to trust each other’s ideas, and for it to be a 
natural, organic and spontaneousprocess”. 

Collaboration has always been at the heart of the project for Tyson. He plays the bulk of theinstruments on the album 
but invites Marijus Aleksa on drums to provide live energy, extra synthwork from Parisian Kenzo Zurzolo, and a 
notable Rhodes solo from Johnny Tomlinson (amember of Bonobo’s live band) on ‘Osu’. 

After well received releases on Soundway Records, Cin Cin (with Wayward) and Banana Hill(with Contours); ‘Way 
West’ shows another step up for Tyson as a writer and producer. 

“It feels like this project is coming alive for me, the music I envisaged in my mind a few years agois being realised, and 
I’m proud of how it sounds”. 

‘Way West’ is set to be released on 14th June 2019 via London based label Five Easy Pieces(Mo Kolours, Reginald 
Omas Mamode IV, Natureboy Flako, Royalty, Call Super) on vinyl LP anddigital formats. 

Tracklist: 
A1. VS20 
A2. Heartland Feat. Hollie Cook 
A3. Way West 
A4. Damascene 
A5. Call On Me Feat. Lulu James 
B1. Les Musiciens 
B2. Only One Thing Feat. Ruby Wood 
B3. Osu 
B4. Dance Of The Mantas 
B5. Out + Out 

XOA ‘Way West’ 
Release Date: 14th June 2019 
Label: Five Easy Pieces 
Format: 1LP // Digital 
Cat No: FEP028 
Barcode: 4012957232805 

Stream	it	here	

http://www.xoamusic.com	
https://www.five-easy-pieces.com	
https://www.facebook.com/xoamusic/	
https://www.facebook.com/fiveeasypieces/	



Musicians from  five countries  took part in the concert: 

Finnish pianist Iiro Rantala, a habitual unifier of the traditional 

and the modern, was directing. Alongside Swedish bassist Dan 

Berglund and Norwegian-born drummer Anton Eger, he formed 

the musical foundation. In addition, there were three outstanding 

soloists: American saxophonist Ernie Watts, who shared the 

stage with Thelonious Monk back in the pianist’s lifetime, 

German saxophonist Angelika Niescier and New York singer 

Charenée Wade. Together they do not only demonstrate 

magnificently that a single moment can indeed transform an 

individual life story, but also that such occurrences have the 

power to shine beyond the confines of continents, cultures and 

epochs. 

Jaz z  at Berl in
Phi lh     arm onic IX

Pannonica 
ACT98892  UPC: 614427988928

Release date 14. June 2019 

A single m om ent can change a l i fe forever. That 

happened to the Jewish baroness and heiress Pannonica 

(Nica) de Koenigswarter (1913-1988), née Rothschild. On 

hearing Thelonious Monk’s ‘Round Midnight’ on a trip to New 

York at the beginning of the 1950s, she was so totally 

captivated by the music, she turned her back on her native 

Europe and on all the glamour of her previous existence, and 

became one of the great supporters of American jazz. 

Siggi Loch experienced a sim i larly decisive m om ent  in 

his life when, at the age of just 15, he heard a concert by 

Sidney Bechet and decided that his life from then on would be 

dedicated to jazz. This decision had a profound effect not just 

on him, but also on the way this music has developed in 

Europe, most notably in the years since he founded ACT in 

1992. 

So it was above al l  a feel ing of affinity  with Pannonica 

which inspired Siggi Loch to dedicate an entire evening to her 

in the “Jazz at Berlin Philharmonic” concert series which he has 

curated since 2012. The concert, on 6 February 2019, thirty 

years after her death, focused on pieces by the musicians 

whom the “Jazz Baroness” supported over many years with 

money, accommodation, advice and friendship, and who often 

dedicated compositions to her to express their gratitude: 

Thelonious Monk, Horace Silver, Bud Powell and Sonny 

Rollins. 



NEW RELEASE  Genre: World Music ••••  country: CABO VERDE  ••••    

Artist:  Lucibela  
Album:  « Laço Umbilical » 
 
Catalogue #:  Lusafrica 762972 
Barcode:  3567257629721 
 
Format:  CD Digifile 
 
Release date: 14 / 06 / 2019 
 
 
INFORMATION & ORDER to Isabel Landim isabel.landim@lusafrica.com 
 

 
 
 
BLURB 
 
Lucibela's Laço Umbilical album is now re-issued with a new title "Ti Jon Poca" which have a 
great success at every concert. 
Two titles have been reworked on featuring: "Dona Ana" with the famous singer Bonga and 
"Sai Fora" (Mal Amadu) with the raï tints of Sofiane Saidi. 
 
To listen first : 

- Ti Jon Poca (https://vimeo.com/324211150 private link MDP: Lucibela 2019) 
 
 
LINKS 
 
(Private) The Orchard link: https://promo.theorchard.com/bP7OBne8fD4hIv0Ebb2U  
 
Website : https://www.lucibela.com/ 



Tommy	  Guerrero	  
Perpetual	  (re-press)

Label:	  
 Cat#Vinyl:TG006LP	   UPC:	  801097100310	  

Category:	  Alternative	  |	  Indie	  Rock	  |	  
Instrumental	  

Release	  Date:	  05/24/2019

Tommy Guerrero continues to expand his horizons while upholding his San Francisco Bay heritage. 
Starting from the Bones Brigade skate team in the 80’s, he has gone on to make movie appearances, 
design for Levi’s in Japan, Vans shoes worldwide, Sutro eyewear (among others), sign a skateboard 
contract with Converse, co-found Real Skateboards and 40’s Clothing and become art director for 
Krooked Skateboarding, along with maintaining a prolific recording schedule. 

Tommy’s concerts have packed houses across the country from Café Du Nord in SF to The Knitting 
Factory in N.Y.C. and continue across the globe from The Underworld in London to the Fujirock 
Festival in his yearly tours in Japan. In 2014, Tommy performed a 15-city tour of Europe sponsored 
by Levi’s and plans to return again to support this new release - Perpetual.  

A continuation to Perpetuum, an album exclusively released in Japan in 2014, Tommy’s intent for 
Perpetual is “to strip the tunes down and create more of an atmosphere than being concerned with 
writing ‘songs’... The other idea [is] to abandon the damn computron and record everything on my 
Tascam 388 1/4" 8 track tape machine. The limitations with an old tape deck were welcomed with 
open arms - … I gotta say this is one of my faves and hope people will connect with what I [am] 
trying to convey. Music is all about an emotional response for me... I hope it resonates with you in a 
positive way.” 

From Mission District punkers to Shibuya-ku hipsters- Tommy’s music does resonate in a positive 
way. His melodies dance lightly around your head while the rhythms build under your feet and move 
your hips. His is SOUL music, made by a street kid raised on Santana and Bill Withers (with more 
than a little nod to the Clash and Public Enemy in there, too) who – through Perpetual – continues to 
share that life is “about the journey not the destination.” 

CD	   Vinyl	  
1.	  Water	  In	  Your	  Hands	  
2. Thoughts	  of	  Tomorrow
3. At	  the	  Circles	  Edge	  
4. The	  Fire	  Remains	  
5.	  Battles	  of	  the	  Forgotten	  
6. Atacama
7.	  Where	  the	  Sky	  Drops	  into	  the	  Sea	  
8. Time	  Burns	  Bright
9.	  Los	  oceanos	  de	  arena	  
10.	  The	  Spirit	  Form	  
11.	  Signals	  from	  Points	  Beyond	  
12.	  The	  Silence	  of	  Thunder	  
13.	  Throwing	  Stones	  at	  the	  Moon	  
14. Embers	  of	  Memory	  
15.	  211	  
16.	  Sun	  Rays	  Like	  Stilts	  

	  Side	  A	  
1.	  Water	  in	  Your	  Hands	  
2. Thoughts	  of	  Tomorrow
3. At	  the	  Circles	  Edge	  
4. The	  Fire	  Remains	  
5. Atacama
6.	  Los	  Oceanos	  De	  Arena

Side	  B	  
7. Signals	  from	  Points	  Beyond	  
8.	  The	  Silence	  of	  Thunder	  
9.	  Throwing	  Stones	  at	  the	  Moon	  
10. Embers	  of	  Memory	  
11.	  211	  
12.	  Sun	  Rays	  Like	  Stilts	  



Marcus Anderson 
My Inspiration Vol. 2 

Label: Anderson Music LLC 
Catalog #: MA-12 

UPC: 602573459461 
Category: Christian & Gospel | Jazz/Smooth Jazz 

Release Date: May 3, 2019 

Saxophonist maestro Marcus Anderson (Prince, CeeLo Green, Judith Hill) has evolved into a prominent solo 
artist with a #1 hit on Billboard's Smooth Jazz chart, among other accolades (His Limited Edition studio album 
debuted on Amazon as the #1 Best Seller in Smooth Jazz & Jazz Fusion, and #12 in R&B/Soul), playing bills with 
Ledisi, Lalah Hathaway, Brian Culbertson, Esperanza Spaulding, Peter White, Boney James, Kirk Whalum, 
Gerald Albright, George Duke, Wynton Marsalis, Jeff Lorber, Bob Baldwin and The Sax Pack, to name a few. 

Jazz, soul, pop and urban adult contemporary all inform this powerhouse Gospel record, the second in Marcus' 
discography. My Inspiration, Vol. 2 is the gospel according to Marcus Anderson. Surrounded by a community 
of inspired talent (Jonathan Butler, Aarik Duncan, Josh Cissell, Tamala Hairston, Marcus Cole and Marcel 
Anderson), Marcus lays the groundwork, creating great grooves and upbeat foundations that make each song 
work uniquely with the featured performer. 

Tracklist: 
1. Let the Praise
2. Bless the Lord
3. Psalm 42
4. I Surrender All
5. Addictive Love
6. He Lives
7. Your Will
8. Clean Heart
9. For Your Glory
10. Open the Eyes of My Heart
11. This is My Prayer



NEW RELEASES: LATE MARCH 2019

* Remastered by Yoshinori Sunahara
* Vinyl cutting by Bernie Grundman Mastering
* Limited edition import Japanese press

Following Tropical Dandy (1975) and Bon Voyage Co. (1976), Paraiso is the concluding saga in his “Tropical Trilogy.” The album can be 
seen as a turning point in Haruomi Hosono’s career, having been newly signed to Alfa Records by label head Kunihiko Murai. Hosono 
expands on the Van Dyke Parks-inspired tropical funk styles explored in the previous albums, and arrives at a captivating fusion sound 
that’s at times equally earthy and exotic. Hinting at the breakthrough sounds he would perfect with Yellow Magic Orchestra, Hosono 
uses synthesizers to provide otherworldly textures and a spiritual undertone to songs like “Femme Fatale” and the title track. On his 
Caribbean-style take on the Okinawan folk song “Asatoya Yunta” and the synth/gamelan workout of “Shambhala Signal,” Hosono takes 
traditional melodies and mixes them into his own inimitable stew. Featuring a host of well-known musicians like Taeko Ohnuki, Hiroshi 
Sato and his future bandmates Yukihiro Takahashi and Ryuichi Sakamoto, Paraiso perfectly encapsulates Hosono’s eccentric worldview 
that has shaped his solo career, right before his techno-pop project would blast him into the stratosphere.

Haruomi Hosono
Paraiso
Release Date: 31-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Great Tracks / Sony Japan]
LP / MHJL70 / 4560427446530 / $54.63

LP

* Remastered by Yoshinori Sunahara
* Vinyl cutting by Bernie Grundman Mastering
* Limited edition import Japanese press

Following YMO’s first wave of success, Hosono took a break from the group and, with help from Alfa Records head Kunihiko Murai, 
established Yen Records in 1982. The label’s inaugural release was Philharmony, a masterwork recorded almost entirely by Hosono 
himself at his brand new LDK Studio. With unlimited studio time and freedom to explore, Hosono let himself loose with an array of 
synthesizers and the latest gadgets, from the Prophet 5 to the E-mu Emulator – all listed as “guest performers” in the album credits. 
Inspired by the possibilities opened up by these music-making tools, Hosono found new ways to approach his songwriting, resulting in a 
set of songs that showcase his ability to constantly and consistently innovate and create new standards. With ambient synthscapes like 
“Luminescent/Hotaru” and the abstract sample-based expressionism of “Birthday Party” sitting perfectly in tune alongside pop favorites 
like “Sports Men” and “L.D.K.”, Philharmony is one of the most well-loved of Hosono’s albums, and a favorite of the artist himself.

Haruomi Hosono
Philharmony
Release Date: 31-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Great Tracks / Sony Japan]
LP / MHJL71 / 4560427446523 / $54.63

LP

* Remastered and cut by Bernie Grundman
* Pressed at Sony DADC Japan
* Limited edition import Japanese press

Cliché is Taeko Ohnuki’s 6th album, originally released in 1982. Recorded in Paris and Tokyo, the album features arrangements by 
Francis Lai’s arranger and film composer Jean Musy for the Paris sessions, and by Ryuichi Sakamoto for the Tokyo sessions. With 
top-notch backing from Haruomi Hosono, Kenji Omura among others, songs like “Kuro No Clair,” “Shikisai Toshi,” and “Peter Rabbit To 
Watashi” are considered classics from the early era of her career.

Taeko Onuki
Cliché
Release Date: 31-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Great Tracks / Sony Japan]
LP / MHJL00039 / 4560427442242 / $54.63

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE MARCH 2019

* First time on vinyl
* Supervised by Pizzicato Five founder Yasuharu Konishi
* New jacket by original designer Mitsuo Shindo
* Vinyl cutting by Bernie Grundman Mastering
* Pressed at Sony DADC Japan
* Limited edition import Japanese press

On Her Majesty’s Request is the third album by Pizzicato Five, originally released on July 21, 1989. Intended as a fictional soundtrack 
to a spy film, the album consists of compositions written by each member of the group, including the fan favorite “Let’s Spend The Night 
Together” and “Satellite Hour,” which featured future lead vocalist Maki Nomiya’s first appearance with Pizzicato Five. Originally a CD-
only release, On Her Majesty’s Request is now available for the first time on vinyl, with newly remastered audio under the supervision of 
Pizzicato Five founder Yasuharu Konishi and a new jacket by original designer Mitsuo Shindo incorporating the iconic imagery from the 
original release.

Pizzicato Five
On Her Majesty’s Request
Release Date: 31-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Great Tracks / Sony Japan]
LP / MHJL00042 / 4560427442822 / $54.63

LP

* Produced by Haruomi Hosono and Chu Kosaka
* Featured musicians: Haruomi Hosono, Shigeru Suzuki, Minako Yoshida, Tatsuro Yamashita, Akiko Yano, Taeko Ohnuki, 
Masataka Matsutoya, Tatsuo Hayashi
* Remastered and cut by Bernie Grundman
* Pressed at Sony DADC Japan
* Limited edition import Japanese press

With a distinctly fresh style that evolved from the Japanese folk and “New Music” sounds of the early 1970s, Chu Kosaka’s pioneering 
1975 album Horo is said to be the forerunner of modern Japanese R&B. Kosaka was previously the vocalist for psychedelic 
heavyweights Apryl Fool alongside Haruomi Hosono, and his acclaimed solo works are increasingly becoming favorites of musicians 
and fans alike. Co-produced, arranged, and written in part by Hosono, Horo features Kosaka’s soulful vocals with the tight backing 
of studio band Tin Pan Alley, and includes contributions by future City Pop legends Tatsuro Yamashita, Minako Yoshida, and Taeko 
Ohnuki.

Chu Kosaka
Horo
Release Date: 31-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Great Tracks / Sony Japan]
LP / MHJL60 / 4560427444611 / $54.63

LP

A true melodic sensitivity inspires these gladiators. Moreover, the emotional voice of Albert Griffiths singing the faith in Jah brings an 
irresistible strength (“Wicked Man”). There is also a natural cheerfulness, almost like a vital breath, which inspires hope and joy of living. 
“Good Good Loving”, with its happy choruses, its frivolous guitar, makes you instantly smile. 

This album fits very naturally in a roots genre because the authors are among those who created the genre, and when they sing “Unite”, 
we are craving to join them.

The Gladiators
Once Upon a Time in Jamaica
Release Date: 07-Jun-19 
[Light In The Attic / Republic of Music]
2LP / UTOPIA004 / 3770008926875 / $42.81

2LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE MARCH 2019

* U-Roy decided to share each song with one artist on this album

Rebel in Styylle is one of the last four U-Roy albums and on this one, The Originator, like people call him, has decided to share each 
song with one artist, just to name a few: George Nooks, Anthony B, Bushman and Tony Curtis. He used some of the top musicians in 
Jamaica to record, such as China Smith, Obeah, Axeman and Dean Fraser. 

So of course, the result sounds like of the best U-Roy album and everyone who loves the king of toasters should have it!

U-Roy
Rebel in Styylle
Release Date: 14-Jun-19
[Light In The Attic / Republic of Music]
2LP / UTOPIA005 / 3770008926882 / $42.81

2LP

Coming back from Paris after a long stay in America, Charles Trenet gives a stunning performance at La Varenne in front of a public 
that was particularly familiar to him. There is his postman, who only flew in Charles’ songs; his baker, the very one who beat the dough 
with his arms in “Y a d’la joie”, the head of the small station of La Varenne he evokes in “Revoir Paris”… It is an almost family recital 
whose atmosphere is quite singular, where he mixes new and old songs.

This concert was recorded at the cinema Le Dôme in La Varenne Saint-Hilaire on the 16th May of 1954.

Charles Trenet
Concert À La Varenne
Release Date: 07-Jun-19
[Light In The Attic / Diggers Factory]
LP / DFINA008 / 3770008926899 / $32.69

LP

* Jokes & pranks from the one and only Tom Green
* Pressed on green colored wax

Tom Green -- prankster, provaocateur, pundit -- has a lot on his mind, and this bracing, inventive album lays it all out. A dazzling 
pastiche of social and political commentary, autobiography and general Tom-foolery, it mixes hip-hop, punk rock, goth rock, confessional 
folk, electronica and signature novelty tunes into a heady stew spiced with samples from Green’s TV shows, movies and stand up 
comedy routines. Listen and enjoy this amazing work from the one and only Tom Green!

Tom Green
The Tom Green Show (Green Vinyl)
Release Date: 17-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Ship To Shore]
LP / STS045 / 615855247434 / $31.00

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE MARCH 2019

Sometimes fate steps in and changes the course of a life. That’s what happened to Luca Aquino: he was about to go on a “Jazz-Bike-
Tour” in the summer of 2017. He’d packed his trumpet and was ready to set off...but then he couldn’t. He had contracted Bell’s palsy, 
a sudden and acute facial nerve paralysis which put paid to his idea of cycling all the way from his home town of Benevento to Oslo, 
playing concerts en route. He couldn’t touch the trumpet for more than a year, then had to re-learn it more or less from scratch. The 
good news is that he has successfully put his musical career back on track.
 
For Aquino, however, this was a time for self-reflection, and “Italian Songbook” its logical outcome: “Ever since I was little, the traditional 
music and popular songs of my homeland have been with me. Music was all around, the latest Italian songs were always on the radio, 
and my mother often sang to me. My grandfather always said I could whistle those tunes before I could walk. A Neapolitan song was 
the first piece I ever played on the trumpet. During my compulsory break through illness, I decided to take a look back at this music, as 
a way to start over.”
 
Aquino’s “Italian Songbook” is very personal and the repertoire here is broad: film music by Ennio Morricone and Nino Rota, plus 
great songs by famous cantautori (Italian singersongwriters) the likes of Luigi Tenco, Lucio Dalla and Fabrizio De André. Aquino 
recalls largely forgotten pioneers of Italian music such as Mario Pasquale Costa and Gorni Kramer. He receives outstanding support 
from pianist Danilo Rea (tracks 2, 4, 7, 8 & 10). Together with accordionist Natalino Marchetti, they create deeply heartfelt music. And 
there’s a luxurious unfurling of sound when Aquino’s group is combined with the Orchestra Filarmonica di Benevento. In the trio format 
they are gentle, soft and intimate, but they can also bring on the opulence of an orchestra, and it is this dichotomy which gives “Italian 
Songbook” its charm.
 
Every note of this album conveys Aquino’s devotion to his musical heritage. With a soft tone and yet great urgency he develops these 
well-known melodies and brings out all of the beauty in them. And so the “Italian Songbook” has become a touching homage to the 
music of his homeland. Fate really must have known what it was doing all along.

Luca Aquino
Italian Songbook
Release Date: 14-Jun-19
[ACT]
CD / ACT98861 / 614427988614 / $15.50

CD

GRAMMY award-winning harmonica player Grégoire Maret teams up with harp virtuoso Edmar Castañeda. Plus special guets Béla 
Fleck and Andrea Tierra

“Grégoire is an exceptional musician who is taking the harmonica to an exciting new place in jazz” Pat Metheny

“What Edmar does on the harp is profound, incredible and inspiring” Marcus Miller

Edmar Castañeda & Grégoire Maret
Harp vs. Harp
Release Date: 14-Jun-19
[ACT]
CD / ACT90442 / 614427904423 / $15.50

CD
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George Cables has been the pianist of choice for saxophonists Dexter Gordon and Art Pepper; Pepper called him his favorite pianist. 
Cables also recorded a lot with jazz stars Joe Henderson, Freddie Hubbard, Bobby Hutcherson and Frank Morgan. On Cables’ own 
new trio album, he is so fluent in the ways of the keyboard, song structure and harmony, so aware of his available options at every 
second, the compositions themselves seem as if they are being made up on the spot. But not all of the trio’s decisions are made in the 
moment. As a structural feature, he loves yoking together his left hand and Essiet Essiet’s bass, to give the music an extra-fortified low 
end. They play in tight unison so often, those doubled bass lines have become the trio’s signature. Fused piano and bass have such a 
distinct color, when they merge it’s almost like another instrument making an appearance.  The trio polishes its music to a high gloss, 
which is so unassumingly good, you could miss just how good it is. It gives good taste a good name.

George Cables
I’m All Smiles
Release Date: 24-May-19
[HighNote Records]
CD / HCD7322 / 632375732226 / $13.75

CD

The mythical phoenix speaks of reemergence and continual development, flying higher with each rebirth, riding on the winds of 
creation. So too does the man of this moment.  A pianist of vast skill and experience, Dave Kikoski’s eminence in serious jazz circles is 
beyond dispute. He’s taken deep dives with everybody from Randy Brecker to Roy Haynes, served as the harmonic host for the Mingus 
Big Band, contributed to expansive cooperative enterprises like Opus 5, and pushed his own music to the limits and beyond.  Kikoski 
has seemingly done it all during his three-plus decades on the scene, yet his playing somehow remains something of an underrated 
asset.  The phoenix metaphor, hyperbolic though it may be, proves apt in its embrace of this monumental talent’s steady surge. This 
exciting endeavor makes that case in inarguable fashion.

David Kikoski
Phoenix Rising
Release Date: 24-May-19
[HighNote Records]
CD / HCD7328 / 632375732820 / $13.75

CD

This original song cycle draws on poetry (sung in English) from various places and eras. Featuring vocalist Ayelet Rose Gottlieb and 
clarinetists François Houle, James Falzone and Michael Winograd, the sound is kaleidoscopic – extended techniques and layered 
effects blend with soulfulness and an exposed vulnerability. Jewish-music intertwines with contemporary classical composition and 
improv.

PNEUMA
Who Has Seen the Wind?
Release Date: 24-May-19
[Songlines]
CD / SGL16292 / 774355162927 / $11.00

CD
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SORTIE ANNULÉE / 
RELEASE CANCELLED BERNARD 'PRETTY' PURDIE Soul Is… Pretty Purdie LP TWM30 742338383508 Light In The Attic / Tidal Waves 

Music

SORTIE ANNULÉE / 
RELEASE CANCELLED GOBLIN Yell 7" AMS4506 8016158450644 Light In The Attic / AMS

SORTIE ANNULÉE / 
RELEASE CANCELLED SEVEN MARY THREE American Standard LP WG017 691327659097 Light In The Attic / Wargod

SORTIE ANNULÉE / 
RELEASE CANCELLED SHEPHERD, KENNY WAYNE Ledbetter Heights 2LP WG018 695924540000 Light In The Attic / Wargod

SORTIE ANNULÉE / 
RELEASE CANCELLED VARIOUS ARTISTS Hillbillies In Hell: Volume 8 LP IMAR116LP 934334408075 Light In The Attic / Iron 

Mountain Analog Research

SORTIE ANNULÉE / 
RELEASE CANCELLED TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES Pizza Power Single 7" 8BIT8099 850971008358 Light In The Attic / iam8bit

SORTIE ANNULÉE / 
RELEASE CANCELLED VARIOUS ARTISTS The Sopranos (20th Anniversary) - Peppers & Eggs 2LP WG019 695924540062 Light In The Attic / Wargod

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED LITTLE SCREAM                 GOLDEN RECORD (LP)                                               LP SC236LP                       656605023618 OUTSIDE MUSIC INC.            

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED BLACK MOUNTAIN                WILDERNESS HEART (LP)                                            LP JAG175LP                      656605217512 OUTSIDE MUSIC INC.            

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED BLOOD MERIDIAN                KICK UP THE DUST (LP/7)                                          LP 2333990161 638812732316 OUTSIDE MUSIC INC.            

AVIS DE CHANGEMENTS - CHANGES UPDATES
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CAT. NO. ARTIST  TITLE LABEL GENRE NOTES UPC CONF
.  PPD DATE QTY

SPCD1300
CALEXICO and IRON & 
WINE Years To Burn Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787130027 CD $12.74 14-Jun-19

SPLP1300
CALEXICO and IRON & 
WINE Years To Burn Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787130010 LP $18.21 14-Jun-19

SPLP1300LOSER
CALEXICO and IRON & 
WINE

Years To Burn (LOSER 
EDITION - Indie Only on 
coloured vinyl) Sub Pop Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 098787130003 LP $18.21 14-Jun-19

REWIGCD128 BUZZCOCKS
A Different Kind of 
Tension Domino Rock-Pop 887830012829 CD $13.67 14-Jun-19

REWIGLP128 BUZZCOCKS
A Different Kind of 
Tension Domino Rock-Pop 887830012812 LP $20.60 14-Jun-19

REWIGLP128X BUZZCOCKS

A Different Kind of 
Tension (LTD - Indie 
Only - on yellow vinyl) Domino Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 887830012836 LP $20.60 14-Jun-19

REWIGCD129 BUZZCOCKS Singles Going Steady Domino Rock-Pop 887830012928 CD $13.67 14-Jun-19
REWIGLP129 BUZZCOCKS Singles Going Steady Domino Rock-Pop 887830012911 LP $20.60 14-Jun-19

REWIGLP129X BUZZCOCKS

Singles Going Steady 
(LTD - Indie Only - on 
translucent violet vinyl) Domino Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 887830012935 LP $20.60 14-Jun-19

HARCD114
SHAPIRO, JULIA (of 
Chastity Belt) Perfect Version

Sub Pop / Hardly 
Art Rock-Pop 098787311426 CD $9.09 14-Jun-19

HARLP114
SHAPIRO, JULIA (of 
Chastity Belt)

Perfect Version (first run 
is royal blue vinyl, 
subsequent pressings 
will be black)

Sub Pop / Hardly 
Art Rock-Pop 098787311419 LP $18.21 14-Jun-19

HARCS114
SHAPIRO, JULIA (of 
Chastity Belt) Perfect Version

Sub Pop / Hardly 
Art Rock-Pop 098787311440 CS $7.27 14-Jun-19

WIGCD446 PERRETT, PETER HUMANWORLD Domino Rock-Pop 887828044627 CD $12.80 07-Jun-19
WIGLP446 PERRETT, PETER HUMANWORLD Domino Rock-Pop 887828044610 LP $19.73 07-Jun-19
RKX071CD CHARLES, TANIKA The Gumption Record Kicks R&B / Soul Canadian 5050580709126 CD $13.75 07-Jun-19
RKX071LP CHARLES, TANIKA The Gumption Record Kicks R&B / Soul Canadian 5050580709140 LP $20.00 07-Jun-19
MRD185 DUMB Club Nites Mint Records Rock-Pop Canadian 773871018527 CD $13.50 07-Jun-19
MRL185 DUMB Club Nites Mint Records Rock-Pop Canadian 773871018510 LP $18.75 07-Jun-19

SJRCD428
MOREIRA, AIRTO / PURIM, 
FLORA / MENDES, SÉRGIO

Brazil USA 70 - Brazilian 
Music in the USA in the 
1970s Soul Jazz Records World / Brazil 5026328104287 CD $20.00 31-May-19

SJRLP428
MOREIRA, AIRTO / PURIM, 
FLORA / MENDES, SÉRGIO

Brazil USA 70 - Brazilian 
Music in the USA in the 
1970s Soul Jazz Records World / Brazil 5026328004280 2LP $29.25 31-May-19

UNCR5096 HUIS Abandoned Unicorn Digital
Progessive 
Rock 777078606952 CD $11.00 31-May-19

THRILL486CD HOUSE AND LAND Across The Field Thrill Jockey Rock-Pop 790377048629 CD $14.00 14-Jun-19
THRILL486LP HOUSE AND LAND Across The Field Thrill Jockey Rock-Pop 790377048612 LP $20.50 14-Jun-19

THRILL486LPC1 HOUSE AND LAND
Across The Field 
(Primrose Vinyl) Thrill Jockey Rock-Pop 790377486117 LP $21.60 14-Jun-19

THRILL489CD BRANDLMAYR, MARTIN Vive Les Fantômes Thrill Jockey Electronic 790377048926 CD $14.00 14-Jun-19

MET1183CD AGENT SIDE GRINDER A/X
Metropolis 
Records Post Punk 782388118323 CD $13.59 07-Jun-19

MET1183LP AGENT SIDE GRINDER A/X
Metropolis 
Records Post Punk 782388118316 LP $20.79 07-Jun-19

MET1184CD CRYO The Fall Of Man
Metropolis 
Records Electronic 782388118422 CD $13.59 07-Jun-19

MET1151CD STATIQBLOOM Asphyxia
Metropolis 
Records Post Industrial 782388115124 CD $13.59 07-Jun-19

MET1151LP STATIQBLOOM Asphyxia
Metropolis 
Records Post Industrial 782388115117 LP $20.79 07-Jun-19

MET1175CD PSYCLON NINE
Icon Of The Adversary 
Remixed

Metropolis 
Records

Industrial / 
Metal 782388117524 CD $13.59 21-Jun-19

AOF347CD SNFU

...AND YET, ANOTHER 
PAIR OF LOST 
SUSPENDERS Artoffact Records Punk Canadian 628070634729 CD $12.00 07-Jun-19

OUTSIDE MUSIC - NEW RELEASE ORDER FORM - Early June 2019       
* Please submit all new orders to your Distribution Select sales representative *

* Order deadline for June 7 is May 27 // *Order deadline for June 14 is June 3
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LBJ271CD CHURA, STEPH Midnight Saddle Creek Rock-Pop 648401027129 CD $13.85 07-Jun-19
LBJ271LP CHURA, STEPH Midnight Saddle Creek Rock-Pop 648401027112 LP $19.63 07-Jun-19

OAX040CD LAL Dark Beings

Rae Spoon 
Productions / 
Coax Records Electronic Canadian 844667043488 CD $12.50 17-May-19

OAX040LP LAL Dark Beings

Rae Spoon 
Productions / 
Coax Records Electronic Canadian 844667043495 LP $18.35 17-May-19

KALITACD004 COKER, JULIE

A Life In The Limelight: 
Lagos Disco & Itsekiri 
Highlife, 1976 - 1981 !K7 / Kalita Afrobeat 4012957510927 CD $13.00 31-May-19

KALITALP004 COKER, JULIE

A Life In The Limelight: 
Lagos Disco & Itsekiri 
Highlife, 1976 - 1981 !K7 / Kalita Afrobeat 4012957510910 LP $21.00 31-May-19

AR121CD RENEGADES OF JAZZ Nevertheless
!K7 / Agogo 
Records Jazz 4260547941211 CD $14.00 07-Jun-19

AR121VL RENEGADES OF JAZZ Nevertheless
!K7 / Agogo 
Records Jazz 4260130541217 2LP $25.00 07-Jun-19

FEP028 XOA Way West
!K7 / Five Easy 
Pieces Electronic 4012957232805 LP $20.00 14-Jun-19

ACT98892
JAZZ AT BERLIN 
PHILHARMONIC IX

Pannonica - Tribute to 
the Jazz Baroness ACT Jazz 614427988928 CD $15.50 14-Jun-19

LUSAFRICA762972 LUCIBELA Laço Umbilical Lusafrica World 3567257629721 CD $9.00 14-Jun-19

TG006LP GUERRERO, TOMMY Perpetual (Re-Press)
There Records / 
Too Good Rock-Pop 801097100310 LP $15.96 24-May-19

MA012 ANDERSON, MARCUS My Inspiration Vol.2
There / Anderson 
Music LLC Jazz 602573459461 CD $13.25 03-May-19

MHJL70 HOSONO, HARUOMI Paraiso

Light In The Attic / 
Great Tracks / 
Sony Japan World / Asia 4560427446530 LP $54.63 31-May-19

MHJL71 HOSONO, HARUOMI Philharmony

Light In The Attic / 
Great Tracks / 
Sony Japan World / Asia 4560427446523 LP $54.63 31-May-19

MHJL60 KOSAKA, CHU Horo

Light In The Attic / 
Great Tracks / 
Sony Japan World / Asia 4560427444611 LP $54.63 31-May-19

MHJL00039 ONUKI, TAEKO Cliché

Light In The Attic / 
Great Tracks / 
Sony Japan World / Asia 4560427442242 LP $54.63 31-May-19

MHJL00042 PIZZICATO FIVE
On Her Majesty's 
Request

Light In The Attic / 
Great Tracks / 
Sony Japan World / Asia 4560427442822 LP $54.63 31-May-19

UTOPIA004 GLADIATORS, THE
Once Upon a Time in 
Jamaica

Light In The Attic / 
Republic of Music Reggae 3770008926875 2LP $42.81 07-Jun-19

UTOPIA005 U-ROY Rebel in Styylle
Light In The Attic / 
Republic of Music Reggae 3770008926882 2LP $42.81 14-Jun-19

DFINA008 TRENET, CHARLES Concert À La Varenne
Light In The Attic / 
Diggers Factory French 3770008926899 LP $32.69 07-Jun-19

STS045 GREEN, TOM
The Tom Green Show 
(Green Vinyl)

Light In The Attic / 
Ship To Shore Soundtrack 615855247434 LP $31.00 17-May-19

ACT98861 AQUINO, LUCA Italian Songbook ACT Jazz 614427988614 CD $15.50 14-Jun-19

ACT90442
CASTAÑEDA, EDMAR & 
MARET, GRÉGOIRE Harp vs. Harp ACT Jazz 614427904423 CD $15.50 14-Jun-19

HCD7322 CABLES, GEORGE I'm All Smiles HighNote Records Jazz 632375732226 CD $13.75 24-May-19

HCD7328 KIKOSKI, DAVID Phoenix Rising HighNote Records Jazz 632375732820 CD $13.75 24-May-19

SGL16292 PNEUMA
Who Has Seen the 
Wind? Songlines Jazz 774355162927 CD $11.00 24-May-19
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